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$e subjects to be discussed in this chapter are of the highest interest, 
but are treated by me in a most imperfect and fragmentary manner.

!" # $ %&'  (# $) *+,  ! " #  $#%&#' !  ()  * + ',  !" # ,-&$./0

%& '()*+*,%&- his groundbreaking idea of natu ral se lection into two 
di. er ent works/ On the Origin of Species (!012) and !e Descent of 
Man (!03!)/ Charles Darwin mitigated complaints he knew would be 
leveled at his scienti4c theory. Treating  humans as distinct from other 
animals allowed Darwin to lay out his careful argument and generate 
discussion with Origin, while waiting for the right time/ a de cade 
 later/to explain in Descent how  those pro cesses  shaped modern 
 humans.

$is separation of  humans from other animals has a very long history, 
with the idea of a  Great Chain of Being, dating back to ancient Greek 
phi los o phers but more prominently taken up by nineteenth- century 
Eu ro pean thinkers, to explain the development and pro gress of life on 
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Earth. Although Darwin was convinced that evolutionary pro cesses 
 were the same for the entire animal kingdom, he wrote two treatments 
of evolution to explain animals and  humans, in keeping with the scien-
ti4c tenor of the day. His was a time when anthropology/ the current 
4eld of research that tackles all questions related to pre sent and past 
 humans, including our origin and especially our culture/ had only just 
begun to exist. In the mid- nineteenth  century, the allied 4eld of ethnol-
ogy was the study of living, non- Western  humans, primarily the  peoples 
of Africa and the Amer i cas, from which Eu ro pean explorers  were bring-
ing waves of information for scientists to comb through and create natu-
ral histories about. A break between British ethnologists and anthro-
pologists culminated in the formation of the Anthropological Society 
of London in !0:#, between the publication dates of Darwin’s two major 
volumes on evolution.

Anthropology, particularly in Darwin’s native  England, was there-
fore a latecomer to the research stage, even compared to the young 
discipline of evolutionary biology. $e new 4eld of anthropology en-
compassed ethnology, and to it  were added prehistoric archaeology 
and craniology, or the study of the size and shape of skulls and their 
contents.; $eology also held sway, with the Bible forming the funda-
mental source through which most  people understood their place in 
the world. Yet, Scripture was interpreted in two main ways in the mid- 
nineteenth  century: as evidence of a “monogenic,” or single, common 
origin for  humans, or as evidence of a “polygenic,” or disparate origin. 
As anthropologist Jon Marks writes, “Although Darwin se<led the ori-
gins question in  favor of monogenism,  there was still considerable lati-
tude in reconstructing the histories of the races.  $ese histories could 
never be value- neutral, and  here the entwined intellectual strands are 
indeed evident as alternative scienti4c explanations to a single biopo-
liti cal question: Why are  there savages?”=

$e intellectual history surrounding Chapter>1 of Darwin’s Descent 
of Man, “On the Development of the Intellectual and Moral Faculties 
during Primeval and Civilised Times,” is therefore quite complicated, 
and the ins and outs of early  human evolutionary thought in the sec-
ond half of the nineteenth  century are too intricate for this introduc-
tion. Rather, in this chapter, I address Darwin’s understanding of the 
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diversity of  humans through time, particularly with re spect to their 
intelligence, their morality, and their invention of civilization. None of 
 these three terms is appropriately de4ned by Darwin, which makes my 
discussion of his chapter a bit like an archaeological investigation, at-
tempting to root out what formed his opinions, both scienti4cally and 
culturally. Eu ro pean thinkers of the nineteenth  century used and mis-
used Darwin’s new ideas to discuss the “savages” they had met and 
“conquered,” whereas American scientists began to generate a race- 
based biological anthropology, in part to morally justify the enslave-
ment of Africans. A critique of Darwin’s take on the races of  humans 
follows in Chapter>3, wri<en by Agustín Fuentes, but Darwin pre sents 
his ideas about  humans’ cultural evolution 4rst.

In this essay, I excavate Darwin’s main argument about cultural evolu-
tion through a close reading of the structure and language of Chapter>1 
of Descent and then place the sca.olding of anthropology on top, in 
order to generate a be<er understanding of what Darwin knew and what 
we now know about intelligence and civilization.

What Darwin Said
!e In"uence of  Al#ed Russel Wallace

$e epigraph that begins my essay is the 4rst sentence of Chapter>1 of 
Descent of Man, which Darwin follows immediately with a reference to 
Alfred Russel Wallace’s !0:5 paper on the origin of  human races, deliv-
ered at the Anthropological Society of London’s meeting on March>! of 
that year. $is one- two punch is telling. Darwin cops to the limits of his 
explanatory abilities and vaunts Wallace’s well- received paper, which 
was  later published in Anthropological Review, an early anthropology 
journal. Before taking a close look at Darwin’s words, then, it is worth 
investigating what Wallace (Figure>1.!)/ who of course had also come 
up with the idea of evolution through natu ral se lection/ had to say 
seven years before Descent.

Much of Wallace’s !0:5 essay in Anthropological Review focuses on 
the then- current question of a monogenic versus a polygenic origin of 
 humans, as well as the evolution of  human culture, addressed in as 
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anthropological a way as pos si ble for the time.M Wallace begins by 
largely espousing a monogenic perspective on  human origins, one that 
reads much like con temporary anthropological understanding and 4ts 
with Darwin’s perspective as well. $e mid- nineteenth  century was, of 
course, a period in which evolution through natu ral se lection was be-
coming well accepted but the mechanism of heredity was still unknown. 
It was also a period in which  human culture was assumed to be  under 
the inNuence of natu ral se lection in the same way that  human biology 
was,O and this assumption comes through clearly in Wallace’s essay: 
“Tribes in which such [high]  mental and moral qualities  were predomi-
nant would therefore have an advantage in the strug gle for existence 
over other tribes in which they  were less developed, would live and 
maintain their numbers, while the  others would decrease and 4 nally 
succumb.”P Wallace has diQculty, however, reconciling  humans’ social-
ity and empathy with environmental checks on population, which 
would be necessary for his hypothesis about natu ral se lection of  mental 
and moral qualities to be borne out. Speci4cally, Wallace notes that even 
“in the rudest tribes, the sick are assisted at least with food” and that the 
weaker individuals “do not su.er the extreme penalty [death] which 
falls upon animals so defective.”R

In order to further his argument in  favor of the natu ral se lection of 
 human culture, Wallace tries his best to relate known primate qualities 
of sociality and empathy to  humans’ “intellectual and moral faculties.” 
If social qualities evolve with  mental capacity, he writes, “the be<er and 
higher specimens of our race would therefore increase and spread, the 
lower and more brutal would give way and successively die out, and that 
rapid advancement of  mental organisations would occur, which has 
raised the very lowest races of man so far above the brutes, and, in con-
junction with scarcely perceptible modi4cations of form, has developed 
the wonderful intellect of the Germanic races.”S

Wallace, having taken as a given that physical adaptation in modern 
 humans is less impor tant than  mental development, then doubles down 
on his idea of natu ral se lection of both  human intelligence and  human 
culture and pushes it in an even more racist direction with what he 
considers proof of his thinking, as he rhetorically asks, “And is it not the 
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fact that in all ages, and in  every quarter of the globe, the inhabitants of 
temperate have been superior to  those of tropical countries?”T Civiliza-
tions, Wallace avers, do not die out from one speci4c cause but rather 
are subject to “the inevitable e.ects of an unequal  mental and physical 
strug gle”UV/ that is, to cultural evolution. And who has reached the 
pinnacle of cultural evolution, according to Wallace? “$e intellectual 
and moral, as well as the physical qualities of the Eu ro pean are superior,” 
he concludes,UU conNating cultural and physical di.erences and reifying 
white Western supremacy for his mid- nineteenth- century audience of 
educated white men. Wallace therefore believed that natu ral se lection 
could operate on culture, albeit in a di. er ent way than it operated on 
biology, and wrote about the “inevitable extinction of all  those low and 
mentally undeveloped populations with which Eu ro pe ans come in 
contact.”U;

$e audience’s responses, however, to Wallace’s monogenic take on 
how “races of man”  were the result of natu ral se lection of biology and 
culture made for a “chilly reception,” according to historian Jeremy Vet-
ter, who has traced Wallace’s conNicts with both ethnologists and an-
thropologists. $e !0:5 paper was a turning point for Wallace, Ve<er 
argues, as it presented new research material “ under the strong inNuence 
of Herbert Spencer’s social evolutionism as presented in Social Statics, 
which [Wallace] had recently read and also enthusiastically recom-
mended to Darwin.”U= Wallace provided a copy of his paper to Darwin, 
insisting that he was on to something, even if the Anthropological So-
ciety of London disagreed.

As Darwin cites Wallace prominently in discussing “intellectual and 
moral faculties,” his Chapter>1 can be seen as his a<empt to grapple with 
Wallace’s ideas nearly a de cade  later, while also admi<ing that, in the 
end, he cannot do the subject justice. Darwin’s argument for cultural 
evolution and the evolution of civilizations therefore begins in Chap-
ters>W and # of Descent, with his ideas on morality and sociality, which 
are discussed by Brian Hare in his Chapter># commentary,  earlier in this 
volume. Darwin ends Chapter>5 of Descent by asserting that “the early 
progenitors of man  were, no doubt, inferior in intellect, and prob ably in 
social disposition, to the lowest existing savages; but it is quite conceiv-
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able that they might have existed, or even Nourished, if, whilst they 
gradually lost their brute- like powers, such as climbing trees, &c., they 
at the same time advanced in intellect.”UM As an increase in intelligence 
is the key to raising oneself out of “brutishness,” it is the topic to which 
Darwin turns 4rst in Chapter>1 of Descent.

Natu ral Se lection of  Intelligence

From the outset, Darwin name- checks Wallace in his argument about 
the evolution of the  human intellect, noting his agreement with Wallace 
that the “intellectual and moral faculties” of  human beings “are variable; 
and we have  every reason to believe that the variations tend to be inher-
ited.”UO  Humans, Darwin writes, have the ability to adapt their habits to 
new conditions of life: “He* invents weapons, tools, and vari ous strata-
gems, by which he procures food and defends himself. When he mi-
grates into a colder climate, he uses clothes, builds sheds, and makes 
4res; and, by the aid of 4re, cooks food other wise indigestible. He aids 
his fellow- men in many ways.”UP In  these passages, we can see that Dar-
win was thinking about a biological foundation for  human culture but 
that he also saw culture as constrained and brought about by both a 
natu ral and a built environment.

In order to justify his conclusion that intellectual powers are ad-
vanced through natu ral se lection, Darwin writes:

Relics of extinct or forgo<en tribes have been discovered throughout 
the civilized regions of the earth, on the wild plains of Amer i ca, and 
on the isolated islands in the Paci4c Ocean. At the pre sent day, civi-
lized nations are everywhere supplanting barbarous nations, except-
ing where the climate opposes a deadly barrier; and they succeed 
mainly, though not exclusively, through their arts, which are the 

* Darwin employs gendered language, as did almost every one at that time, in speaking about 
 humans and humankind. However, the use of male pronouns also emphasizes the patriarchal 
idea, current in the ninetenth  century, that men  were the prime movers of “civilization” and 
even that male primates and hominins  were more impor tant in the evolution of  humans than 
 were females. I preserve Darwin’s and Wallace’s language in quotations but update to gender- 
inclusive language elsewhere in this essay.
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products of the intellect. It is, therefore, highly probable that with 
mankind, the intellectual faculties have been gradually perfected 
through natu ral se lection; and this conclusion is suQcient for our 
purpose.UR

Just as adult height is the product of both ge ne tics and environment, 
Darwin says, culture/ which he also refers to as “the arts” and links to 
the concept of civilization/is likewise the result of environment and 
inheritance.  AXer he brieNy covers the evolution of intelligence, Darwin 
quickly moves on to problematize it through the concepts of altruism, 
sympathy, and demographic change. I return to critique his idea of intel-
ligence in a subsequent section.

Social and Moral Faculties: !e Prob lem of Altruism

Instinctive feelings  toward  others, Darwin argues, are social qualities 
shared by a number of di. er ent animal species, acquired through natu-
ral se lection and aided by “inherited habit.”US $erefore, if two tribes 
of “primeval men” came into conNict, “a greater number of courageous, 
sympathetic, and faithful members, who  were always ready to warn 
each other of danger, to aid and defend each other . . .  would without 
doubt succeed best and conquer the other. . . .  $us, the social and 
moral qualities would tend slowly to advance and be di.used through-
out the world.”UT

$e immediate prob lem with this hypothesis, Darwin admits, is that 
“it seems scarcely pos si ble . . .  that the number of men giXed with such 
virtues, or that the standard of their excellence, could be increased 
through natu ral se lection, that is, by the survival of the 4<est.”;V Altru-
ism, or the sacri4ce of personal resources, even one’s own life, without 
expectation of return, continues to be a diQcult phenomenon to explain 
in evolutionary biology. Darwin believes that it exists  because  humans 
are constantly in search of praise/ and loathe blame/by other  people 
and that this is inNuenced by social instincts such as sympathy (covered 
in Chapter># of Descent). Concluding that early  humans  were inNuenced 
by praise and blame, Darwin suggests that “to do good unto  others/to 
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do unto  others as ye would they should do unto you/is the foundation- 
stone of morality.”;U  Humans’ moral sense or conscience, he writes, is 
ultimately a complex sentiment, “having its 4rst origin in the social in-
stincts, largely guided by the approbation of our fellow- men, ruled by 
reason, self- interest, and in  later times by deep religious feelings, [and] 
con4rmed by instruction and habit.”;; Patriotism, 4delity, obedience, 
courage, and sympathy are therefore all the result of natu ral se lection, 
in Darwin’s mind.

Natu ral Se lection as A$ecting Civilized Nations:  
Demography and Checks on a Downward Tendency

Darwin also problematizes the idea of continuous improvement in 
 human culture in his Chapter>1. He writes that “it is very diQcult to form 
any judgment why one par tic u lar tribe and not another has been suc-
cessful and has risen in the scale of civilization. . . .  We are apt to look at 
pro gress as the normal rule in  human society; but history refutes this.”;= 
Rather, “pro gress” is dependent on a number of  factors, chief among 
them the environment. Darwin views the Inuit as highly ingenious, for 
example, for having developed numerous inventions to live in an Arctic 
climate, but also suggests that the severe climate has  limited their pro-
gress. He disapproves of nomadism, calling it highly detrimental, and 
vaunts sedentism and property possession as well as agriculture as “in-
dispensible requisites for civilization.”;M

But just as cultural advancement leads to civilization, in Darwin’s 
mind, so too does civilization pre sent an apparent demographic prob-
lem that  doesn’t square with his biological notion that the 4<est  will 
reproduce and succeed at higher rates. In drawing from the work of both 
Wallace and Francis Galton, Darwin’s cousin and the man who coined 
the term “eugenics,” Darwin compares and contrasts “civilized” and 
“savage” cultures:

With savages, the weak in body or mind are soon eliminated; and 
 those that survive commonly exhibit a vigorous state of health. We 
civilised men, on the other hand, do our utmost to check the pro cess 
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of elimination; we build asylums for the imbecile, the maimed, and 
the sick; we institute poor- laws; and our medical men exert their 
utmost skill to save the life of  every one to the last moment.  $ere is 
reason to believe that vaccination has preserved thousands, who 
from a weak constitution would formerly have succumbed to small- 
pox. $us the weak members of civilised socie ties propagate their 
kind. No one who has a<ended to the breeding of domestic animals 
 will doubt that this must be highly injurious to the race of man. . . .  
Excepting in the case of man himself, hardly anyone is so ignorant as 
to allow his worst animals to breed.;O

 Here Darwin a<ributes  humans’ penchant for taking care of one an-
other to his concept of sympathy and seems to speak against eugenics, 
writing that it is impossible for  humans to go against their sympathetic 
instinct, “without deterioration in the noblest part of our nature. . . .  
Hence we must bear without complaining the undoubtedly bad e.ects 
of the weak surviving and propagating their kind.”;P  AXer all, Darwin 
notes, one check against this may be that the weaker members of society 
do not marry as freely. On the other hand, Darwin married his 4rst 
cousin, Emma Wedgwood, and was frequently concerned about the 
health of their ten  children, fearing that their closely related  union was 
“injurious.”;R Although only seven survived to adulthood, none of the 
 children had evidence of prob lems due to inbreeding.

Even though Darwin pre sents the argument that rich and intelligent 
men succeed more oXen, and their  children succeed more oXen, he also 
returns to Galton’s 4ndings regarding reproductive rates: “$e very 
poor and reckless, who are oXen degraded by vice, almost invariably 
marry early, whilst the careful and frugal, who are generally other wise 
virtuous, marry late in life. . . .   $ose who marry early produce within a 
given period not only a greater number of generations, . . .  they produce 
many more  children. . . .  $us, the reckless, degraded, and oXen vicious 
members of society tend to increase at a quicker rate than the provident 
and generally virtuous members.”;S

However, some checks exist to prevent a society from being overrun 
with Darwin’s unsavory characters: “Malefactors are executed, or im-
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prisoned for long periods, so that they cannot freely transmit their bad 
qualities. Melancholic and insane persons are con4ned or commit sui-
cide. Violent and quarrelsome men oXen come to a bloody end. Rest-
less men who  will not follow any steady occupation/ and this relic of 
barbarism is a  great check to civilisation/ emigrate to newly- se<led 
countries, where they prove useful pioneers.”;T Natu ral checks to this 
“downward tendency,” as Darwin calls it, also include a high rate of mor-
tality among the “intemperate” men, as well as a high rate of mortality 
among  women who marry at younger than twenty years of age and 
among both men and  women who are “proNigate.”=V Marriage in general 
is viewed as a civilizing force, and one that keeps both men and 
 women/ but mostly men/ healthier and surviving to an older age. If 
the vari ous checks Darwin speci4ed “do not prevent the reckless, the 
vicious, and other wise inferior members of society from increasing at a 
quicker rate than the be<er class of men,” he concludes, “the nation  will 
retrograde, as has occurred too oXen in the history of the world. We 
must remember that pro gress is no invariable rule.”=U

!e Complexity of   Human Culture

In spite of Darwin’s problematic assumptions about capitalism, religion, 
and marriage being natu ral and the result of cultural pro gress, in reread-
ing Descent to prepare to write this essay, I was surprised by how readily 
Darwin admits that the development of  human culture is complicated 
and that its full understanding is beyond his ken, particularly the rise 
and fall of socie ties through time. “It is most diQcult to say why one 
civilised nation rises, becomes more power ful, and spreads more widely 
than another, or why the same nation progresses more at one time than 
at another,” Darwin writes. “We can only say that it depends on an in-
crease in the  actual number of the population, on the number of the 
men endowed with high intellectual and moral faculties, as well as on 
their standard of excellence.”=;

To illustrate his point, Darwin provides several historical and anthro-
pological examples of cultural variation. $e ancient Greeks, who  were 
held in very high esteem by thinkers of his day, are a good example of a 
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civilization with a higher intellect than any other culture that has ever 
existed, he asserts, but one that faltered.  Because “natu ral se lection acts 
only in a tentative manner, . . .  development of all kinds depends on 
many concurrent favorable circumstances.”== Whereas the Greeks “ret-
rograded from a want of coherence between the many small states, from 
the small size of their  whole country, from the practice of slavery, or 
from extreme sensuality,” Western Eu ro pe ans learned from this history 
and “now so immeasurably surpass their former savage progenitors and 
stand at the summit of civilization.”=M

Spain is another example Darwin provides. A culture that was once 
historically dominant su.ered during the Inquisition, when “some of 
the best men/ those who doubted and questioned, and without doubt-
ing  there can be no pro gress/ were eliminated during three centuries 
at the rate of a thousand a year.”=O On the other hand, Darwin a<ributes 
 England’s success as a colonial power to “daring and per sis tent energy,” 
while also suggesting that “the wonderful pro gress of the United States, 
as well as the character of the  people, are the results of natu ral se lection; 
the more energetic, restless, and courageous men from all parts of Eu-
rope having emigrated during the last ten or twelve generations to that 
 great country, and having  there succeeded best.”=P

More precisely, Darwin focuses on an example of change in material 
culture over time to demonstrate his point about worldwide,  human pro-
gress and the fundamental importance of in de pen dent discoveries:

In all parts of Eu rope, as far east as Greece, in Palestine, India, Japan, 
New Zealand, and Africa, including Egypt, Nint tools have been dis-
covered in abundance; and of their use the existing inhabitants retain 
no tradition.  $ere is also indirect evidence of their former use by the 
Chinese and ancient Jews. Hence  there can hardly be a doubt that 
the inhabitants of  these many countries, which include nearly the 
 whole civilised world,  were once in a barbarous condition.=R

Darwin concludes his chapter by suggesting that the evolution of 
 human culture is both part and parcel of  human pro gress and, in his 
view, a transition from savagery to barbarism to civilization, an idea 
circulating among learned  people of the time that would be most fa-
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mously written down a few years  later by American anthropologist 
Lewis Henry Morgan in his !033 book Ancient Society.=S “Man has risen,” 
Darwin ends, “though by slow and interrupted steps, from a lowly con-
dition to the highest standard as yet a<ained by him in knowledge, mor-
als, and religion.”=T

Darwin wrote Descent at what proved to be an extremely impor tant 
time for modern science. As anthropologist Jon Marks notes in the con-
clusion to his essay on the history of  human origins and variation in the 
nineteenth  century, “Darwinism emerged entangled with revolutionary 
scholarly approaches to  human diversity and to the Bible itself, as 
!2th> century biology, anthropology, and theology all wrestled with their 
newly emerging paradigm.”MV

What Do We Know Now?
In retrospect, most of Chapter>1 of Darwin’s Descent  will give any social 
scientist pause. Given his employment of patriarchal language, his con-
Nation of religion with morality, and his uncritical naturalizing of the 
Western Eu ro pean and colonialist way of life, it is relatively easy to poke 
holes in Darwin’s explanation of cultural evolution and civilization. 
While Brian Hare critiques Darwin’s concepts of morality, sociality, and 
sympathy in Chapter># of Descent, it is worth exploring  here what we 
now know about  human intelligence and about the rise and fall of 
civilizations.

Brain Size, Complexity, and Intelligence

Darwin notes in Chapter>5 of Descent, on the evolution of the  human 
body from a primate ancestor, that the  human brain is large relative to 
body size and that the relationship between brain size and “ mental fac-
ulties” is clear. Unfortunately, Darwin also cites the scienti4c under-
standing of his day, which held that, “ there exists in man some close rela-
tion between the size of the brain and the development of the intellectual 
faculties, . . .  supported by the comparison of the skulls of savage and 
civilised races, of ancient and modern  people, and by the analogy of the 
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 whole vertebrate series.”MU He cites as his sources of information  people 
like Paul Broca and Johann Friedrich Blumenbach, the la<er of whom 
is perhaps best known for creating and popularizing the 4ve- fold group-
ing of  human races, and who held that Adam and Eve  were Caucasians 
and  every other race was produced by degeneration. Both Broca and 
Blumenbach  were pioneers in cranial anthropometry (skull mea sur ing), 
which ultimately formed the basis for scienti4c racism in early biologi-
cal anthropology, when physical traits  were used to justify cultural and 
structural vio lence, including slavery, patriarchy, and colonialism.

$ree major issues with Darwin’s use of intelligence in explaining 
culture and civilization are: !) his assumption that brain size is a proxy 
for intelligence, W) his assumption that intelligence can be quanti4ed, 
and #) his inference that quanti4cations of intelligence reNect herita-
ble and immutable traits in  humans.  $ese assumptions can in part be 
traced to the works of his aforementioned cousin, Francis Galton, a 
proli4c polymath. In the 4eld of statistics, Galton 4gured out how to 
quantify the normal distribution, or bell curve, with standard devia-
tion; he in ven ted the regression line r for representing the correlation 
coeQcient; and he coined the term “regression to the mean.” In foren-
sics, Galton was the 4rst to study heritability in 4ngerprints and to 
work out the statistical likelihood that two  people would have the 
same pa<ern.

Francis Galton was also intrigued by his cousin Charles Darwin’s 
ideas on variation within species and sought to mea sure  human varia-
tion in both biology and be hav ior, or, as he called it, “nature and nur-
ture.” $is la<er desire led Galton to mea sure “desirable”  human quali-
ties and to a<empt to 4gure out which  were heritable traits, a research 
plan that Darwin himself disagreed with. Galton devised one of the 4rst 
known intelligence tests, suggesting that  human intelligence could be 
objectively quanti4ed through mea sur ing such  things as head size, vi-
sion and hearing accuracy, and reaction time. Following Darwin’s death 
in !00W, Galton began calling his research into  those  people who  were 
“born well” by the Greek- based neologism “eugenics.”

Our con temporary understanding of intelligence is based on equally 
Nawed but more recent tests devised in the 4rst half of the twentieth 
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 century. Mea sur ing what is widely known as IQ, or intelligence quo-
tient, a term that dates back to !2!W, the earliest modern test was devel-
oped in France by Alfred Binet and  later became the Stanford- Binet 
scale still in use  today. Binet, a<empting to identify  children who might 
need scholastic intervention in order not to fall  behind their peers in 
their age cohort, developed a test with questions about recognition of 
standard objects, verbal de4nitions, execution of  simple commands, 
and working memory tests. A child’s IQ  under this scheme was his or 
her ratio of tested  mental age to expected chronological age.

Around the same time, psychologist Henry Goddard began to use 
the IQ test to classify  people with intellectual challenges; his terms 
“moron” (1!–3" IQ), “imbecile” (W:–1" IQ), and “idiot” ("–W1 IQ)  were 
used by psychologists and governments for de cades. A true eugenicist, 
Goddard believed that low- IQ individuals should be removed from so-
ciety by institutionalization or sterilization. Goddard backed up his 
eugenics with a healthy dose of racism and classism; in a study he ran 
on immigrants to New York’s Ellis Island, he found that roughly 
0"> percent of  those in steerage class  were “feeble- minded.”M;

$e most famous scienti4c criticism of IQ testing and the general 
quanti4cation of  human intelligence came in !20!, with the publication 
of Stephen Jay Gould’s !e Mismea sure of Man, in which Gould tackled 
the phenomenon of intelligence quanti4cation and traced its ill e.ects 
on  human society. Gould called the problematic concept “biological 
determinism” and de4ned it as the idea that “shared behavioral norms, 
and the social and economic di.erences between  human groups/ 
primarily races, classes, and sexes/ arise from inherited, inborn distinc-
tions and that society, in this sense, is an accurate reNection of biol-
ogy.”M= He sought to  counter biological determinism by laying bare the 
ideological biases  behind craniometry and psychological testing.

Gould speci4cally saw/in his !20! edition of Mismea sure of Man as 
well as in his !22: update  aXer the publication of Richard Herrnstein 
and Charles Murray’s !e Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in 
American Life/an unfortunate resurgence in the popularity of biologi-
cal determinism, which once undergirded the practice of eugenics. 
Gould wrote that biological determinism is correlated with “episodes 
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of po liti cal retrenchment, particularly with campaigns for reduced gov-
ernment spending on social programs, or at times of fear among ruling 
elites, when disadvantaged groups sow serious social unrest or even 
threaten to usurp power.”MM While Darwin suggested that  there  were 
natu ral limits on the “downward tendency” of the  human population, 
Gould a  century  later identi4ed more speci4c po liti cal mechanisms that 
have lasted well into the twenty- 4rst  century. $us, in !e Mismea sure 
of Man, Gould criticized men such as Paul Broca who  were engaged in 
scienti4c racism and whose work was based on culturally biased, a priori 
expectations.

At the heart of what Gould critiqued was not only biological deter-
minism but also, particularly in his response to !e Bell Curve, the un-
stated assumptions held by many white Westerners that make IQ testing 
so insidious. Gould  isn’t alone. Data scientist Eric Siegel has summa-
rized Herrnstein and Murray’s book and its implicit racism by noting, 
“!e Bell Curve endorses prejudice by virtue of what it does not say. 
Nowhere does the book address why it investigates racial di.erences in 
IQ. . . .  $e net e.ect is to tacitly condone the prejudgment of individu-
als based on race.”MO Psychologist Howard Gardner, famed for his work 
on multiple intelligences, further avers that the rhe toric in The Bell 
Curve encourages readers to align themselves with extreme positions/ 
such as the abolition of aQrmative action and the curbing of reproduc-
tion by  people with low IQs.MP

Darwin clearly shares with Herrnstein and Murray  these a priori as-
sumptions about intelligence and similarly conNates intelligence with 
socioeconomic superiority, health, and well- being in the form of lon-
gevity, civilization, and pro gress.MR  $ey’re not the only men to assume 
racist perspectives on intelligence. In W""3, James Watson, the famous 
American molecular biologist who won the Nobel Prize for his work 
with DNA, told a reporter that “all our social policies are based on the 
fact that their [Africans’] intelligence is the same as ours/ whereas all 
the testing says not  really.”MS While Herrnstein and Murray, Galton, and 
 others may have found data to support di. er ent IQs in di. er ent racial 
groups,  those data are meaningless and cannot be interpreted without 
social and economic context. It’s the context/ the socioeconomic hard-
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ships, the discriminatory health- care system, the lack of access to educa-
tion, the criminal justice system/ that social scientists have shown to 
be impossible to separate from any mea sure of  human intelligence, as 
in equality is a cultural construct, not a natu ral, biologically determinis-
tic pa<ern.

$e idea of major di.erences in intelligence by race and/or social 
class, although thoroughly debunked, has reemerged in the United 
States,  England, and elsewhere in the past few years. Although Gould 
passed away in W""W, his warnings about “po liti cal retrenchment and 
destruction of social generosity”MT are unfortunately once again relevant 
amid the resurgent popularity of biological determinism and white 
nationalism.

Civilization and Pro gress

Just as scienti4c racism surrounding intelligence belies its proponents’ 
assumptions and prejudices about other groups, the con temporary dis-
cussion of civilization and pro gress has similar themes. Take former 
U.S. congressman Steve King, a man whose 4Xeen- year history of racist 
polemics, speci4cally surrounding civilization and birth rates, has war-
ranted its own time line at the New York Times. In W""W, King tried to get 
a bill passed requiring public schools to teach that the United States is 
the greatest nation in the world, thanks to Chris tian ity and Western 
civilization. In W"!!, King spoke out against hormonal birth control, not-
ing, “If we let our birthrate get down below the replacement rate,  we’re 
a  dying civilization.” And if  there’s any question that King was speaking 
speci4cally about the white birth rate, in W"!3 he wrote on Twi<er that 
“we  can’t restore our civilization with somebody  else’s babies.” In early 
W"!2, King told a reporter, “white nationalist, white supremacist, West-
ern civilization/ how did that language become o.ensive?”OV

King is right that “civilization” is not a universally o.ensive term; but 
it has always been a loaded and exclusionary one. $at language came 
about during the Enlightenment, in the eigh teenth  century, when “civi-
lization” as a term was borrowed from the French as a sort of po liti cally 
correct replacement for the En glish word “civility,” the opposite of 
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“savagery.”OU By the nineteenth  century, “civilization” quickly came to 
mean the idea of  human cultural development or linear pro gress and 
was therefore something to a<ain but also something to force on  those 
 peoples who  were not considered to be civilized, to teach them to par-
ticipate in the Western, colonialist economy. We get de4nitions like this 
one from American essayist Ralph Waldo Emerson in !0:W: “A certain 
degree of pro gress from the rudest state in which man is found,/ a 
dweller in caves, or on trees, like an ape, a cannibal, an eater of pounded 
snails, worms, and o.al,/ a certain degree of pro gress from this ex-
treme is called Civilization.”O;

By the early twentieth  century, social thinkers had largely je<isoned 
the idea of pro gress but still sought to identify reasons for culture 
change. For example, in !2!#, the notable sociologists Emile Durkheim 
and Marcel Mauss wrote “Note on the Notion of Civilization.” Admit-
ting that nations are complex and diQcult to study, as shown by archae-
ologists who a<empted to make sense of past material culture, Dur-
kheim and Mauss write that civilizations are “systems of facts that have 
their own unity and form of existence.” In their view, we could de4ne a 
Christian civilization, a Mediterranean one, or a Northwest American 
one. “A civilization constitutes a kind of moral milieu encompassing a 
certain number of nations, each national culture being only a par tic u lar 
form of the  whole,” they write. Durkheim and Mauss therefore 4nd the 
identi4cation of successive stages in cultural pro gress to be inadequate 
to understanding the social organism that is civilization. “ $ere have 
been and  there still are diverse civilizations,” they note, and “one could 
ask what are the diverse conditions which determine variations in the 
areas of civilizations; why have they  stopped  here or  there; what forms 
have they taken and what  factors determine  these forms.”O= $e notion 
of civilization was therefore decoupled from the idea of pro gress by 
early twentieth- century sociologists, and both terms became ideas wor-
thy of academic research.

It  wasn’t only sociologists examining culture  either. Evolutionary bi-
ologist Julian Huxley, writing in !211, notes that extending the idea of 
evolution to culture is problematic  because of “the erroneous idea that 
biological evolution could be represented by a single straight line of 
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inevitable pro gress, and the . . .  conversion of this into an evolutionary 
strait- jacket for culture.”OM By the mid- twentieth  century, the idea of 
cultural evolution had become popu lar again, and the natu ral environ-
ment was cited as a limiting  factor in the formation of  human socie ties. 
Huxley, for example, writes that “the environment does not determine 
the culture, but does condition and may limit it/ for instance, through 
the extremes of climate, or the prevalence of debilitating disease.”OO $is 
is not far removed from Darwin’s ideas in Descent, in which he writes, 
“$e Esquimaux, pressed by hard necessity, have succeeded in many 
ingenious inventions, but their climate has been too severe for contin-
ued pro gress.”OP

$is environmentally deterministic perspective on the rise and fall 
of civilizations has been eagerly embraced well into the twenty- 4rst 
 century by such science writers as Jared Diamond and Yuval Noah Ha-
rari.OR However, the researchers whose study focuses on cultural change 
over time/ archaeologists/ have a di. er ent understanding, and their 
work on the rise and fall of complex socie ties complicates the picture 
considerably.OS Research over the last several de cades has shown that 
identifying one “prime mover” is impossible; rather, past activity is di-
verse, and circumstances are unique to a speci4c culture or society. Ar-
chaeologists caution that Diamond, Harari, and  others over- essentialize 
the pro cesses that lead to the rise and fall of past and pre sent socie ties 
in order to write a tidy/ but inaccurate/ story of the past.

$e way that archaeologists  today discuss the rise and fall of  human 
socie ties is first by defining terms. We no longer subscribe to the 
nineteenth- century ideas of Lewis Henry Morgan and  others who in-
sisted that  humans pro gress linearly from savagery to barbarism to civi-
lization. Rather, we talk about di. er ent forms of socie ties in a more 
diversi4ed way, inNuenced by Franz Boas and other early twentieth- 
century anthropologists who drew from so cio log i cal thought. “Com-
plex socie ties” are formed by several di. er ent aspects of culture/ cities, 
agriculture, in equality, surplus, specialization, politics, and economics/ 
that are integrated and work together.OT $is de4nition of cultural com-
plexity was formed by archaeologists in the late twentieth  century but 
has stuck around as a shorthand for the phenomenon we see in the 
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pre sent day and in many socie ties of the past. However, most archaeolo-
gists  today would agree with Robert Chapman, when he notes in his 
book Archaeologies of Complexity:

If we turn to the long- term rec ord of archaeology,  there is, I think, no 
doubt that the  human socie ties which inhabit this planet have be-
come more complex (in the sense of interconnectedness) and more 
unequal, both within individual socie ties and at the level of global 
relations. $is is a gross trend, superimposed on shorter- term rec ords 
of evolution and devolution, of “rise” and “fall” of more complex 
socie ties such as the earliest states, of change at di. er ent rates and 
scales, or to put it more grandly, of history.  $ere have been many 
di. er ent forms of society, as  there are  today, and complexity should 
not be conceived as the ultimate goal of social evolution.PV

$e archaeology of complexity that con temporary researchers en-
gage with is not as  simple as what Darwin wrote of in the nineteenth 
 century nor the same as what Mauss and Durkheim noted in the early 
twentieth  century. Rather, culture change is addressed according to one 
or more archaeological theories, each o.ering a perspective that helps 
archaeologists identify and explain past be hav ior of individuals and cul-
tures.  $ese theories/ neoevolutionism, historical particularism, and 
practice theory/ help archaeologists address artifacts used in a com-
plex society, the power and ideology  behind the rise of the society, and 
how individual and collective action worked together to form it. Use of 
 these theories requires archaeologists to be reNexive and to try to elimi-
nate their own cultural biases when interpreting the remains of the past. 
But since we are all a product of our cultural upbringing, sometimes 
archaeologists slip up and reveal their biases. For example, Chapman 
notes that archaeologist Ian Hodder, regarding his well- known research 
at Çatalhöyük in Turkey, writes about a “low degree of social complex-
ity,” and this, for Chapman, “raises the question as to how far such no-
tions of social evolution are embedded in everyday thought and action 
in Western society”PU/ today, as they  were in Darwin’s time as well.

If archaeologists’ assumptions about the “rise of civilization” have yet 
to be fully examined, it is fair to say that  those ideas regarding “collapse” 
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have not  either. Collapse or fall of a complex society is well known to 
archaeologists who have studied the Roman, O<oman, Inca, and Mali 
Empires, the Maya civilization, the Han dynasty, and many  others. Col-
lapse may come when  there are drastic changes to parts of the cultural 
system that cannot be easily overcome. For example, encroaching war 
can obviously cause collapse, but population pressure, a pandemic dis-
ease, or climate change that a.ects the society’s food supply can as well. 
Perhaps a society faced with  these pressures is able to create new institu-
tions to deal with them/if it is unable to, however, the entire system 
can be brought down.

Given the Western cultural assumption that  there is constant forward 
pro gress, and given the lack of collective memory of societal transfor-
mation, many  people  today tend to believe that their society is the norm 
and that it is not  going anywhere. $is widely held view also correlates 
with “civilization” and with cultural “pro gress”/ and  today  these ideas 
have been used quite oXen by North American and Eu ro pean politi-
cians to pit “us” (white upholders of the Western, Judeo- Christian tradi-
tion) against “them” (nonwhites, immigrants, non- Christians, and 
 others). U.S. congressman Steve King may be a notorious and unrepen-
tant racist, but his spoken and unspoken views on “civilization” and 
cultural “pro gress” are widely held among twenty- 4rst  century white 
Americans, just as  these same ideas  were widely held by Eu ro pe ans in 
Darwin’s time.

Where Do We Go Now?
$e increase, decrease, stasis, and collapse of  human cultural complex-
ity is an ongoing research topic of interest within the 4eld of anthropol-
ogy. Whereas  human biological evolution is far be<er understood  today 
than it was in Darwin’s time, thanks primarily to the discovery of genes 
and the burgeoning of that 4eld of research,  human socie ties are still 
messy. We can explain biological characteristics of  humans through 
natu ral se lection, mutation, ge ne tic driX, and gene Now, but a<empts to 
do this with culture have not borne the same fruit, as  there is very  li<le 
variation within cultures that can be seen as “competition” in the 
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Darwinian sense, and therefore  there is no analogy for the “strug gle for 
existence.” And while a Darwinian approach has been a<empted in 
mea sur ing and explaining  human intelligence, anthropology and other 
social scienti4c 4elds have similarly shown that the results of that ap-
proach are related in no small part to cultural correlates such as in-
equality rather than assumed biological correlates such as brain size.

What anthropology has taught us, since the time of Darwin and Wal-
lace, is that the Enlightenment ideal of  human pro gress and the capital-
ism and in equality arising from the industrial revolution that underlie 
many early theories about  human society are not “natu ral” nor are they 
necessarily something all  humans on the planet should strive for. As the 
eminent author and lapsed anthropologist Kurt Vonnegut once 
commented:

I  didn’t learn  until I was in college about all the other cultures, and I 
should have learned that in the 4rst grade. A 4rst grader should un-
derstand that his or her culture  isn’t a rational invention; that  there 
are thousands of other cultures and they all work pre<y well; that all 
cultures function on faith rather than truth; that  there are lots of al-
ternatives to our own society. Cultural relativity is defensible and 
a<ractive. It’s also a source of hope. It means we  don’t have to con-
tinue this way if we  don’t like it.P;

As more academics and scientists wade into social media, a<empting 
to convince a growing number of doubters about the importance of 
vaccinations, climate catastrophe, historical facts, and biological discov-
eries, it becomes clear that many of us are trying to stem a rising tide of 
white nationalism barely disguised as “cultural heritage.” If politicians 
and voters, however, fail to pay a<ention, the complex, global society 
we live in/ our current civilization/ may falter.
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